
RecStaff
Staff Scheduling for parks and rec



Why do you need a staff scheduler?

• Rec centers have one of the most complex and 
unique staff scheduling environments around  
requiring lots of time and energy to manage

• Simplifying staff scheduling will allow employees 
to focus on servicing their community

• Precision schedules, job duties, shift changes 
and timesheets ensure forecasting accuracy 



Staff are the 
Cornerstone of your 
Organization

15,481*
Shifts created

8,872
Shifts modified 

4,015
Shifts posted for pick up

5,903
Shift pick up requests made

21,924
Text messages sent to staff 

28,026
Emails sent to staff

546 hours
Saved creating timesheets and payroll input

Yearly scheduling data for a rec center with 150 staff *

(Want to know how much work it takes to get them there?)



Why use RecStaff?

• Designed exclusively for the parks and rec industry 

• The most comprehensive list of features rec 
centers need to manage their staff scheduling

• Specialized implementation and training make it 
quick and easy to add RecStaff to your workflow

• Domain knowledge experts create the highest 
standards of customer support 



Aquatics

Part time students, 
short shifts, teaching, 

credentials

Fitness

Contractors,
multi-roles, drop-in 

classes, private lessons

Programming

multiple programs 
at multiple 
locations

Front Desk

Full time salaried, 
unionized,
shift alerts

Arenas

Seasonal casual, 
shared staff,  mix of 

union and non union

Parks
&

Maintenance

Full time, 24/7, 
unionized,
Job duties

Every department has different scheduling needs

RecStaff

Happier
Schedulers

Precision 
Scheduling

Accurate 
Timesheets

Generic schedulers have a one size fits all approach RecStaff accommodates each departments scheduling needs

GENERIC 
SCHEDULERS

Manual input still required 
for job duties, timesheets, 
sharing staff, notifications…



• RecStaff cuts time spent scheduling in half while 
ensuring shifts are filled, budgets are met, 
timesheets are error-free and staff are happy

• Our deep domain knowledge and close 
relationships with our customers allows us to 
provide functionality that addresses your 
scheduling challenges in a way that no other 
generic schedulers can match

Why use RecStaff?



Who are our 
customers?



How it works

Step 1

Fill out DCF 
(data collection form)

Step 2

RecStaff creates 
your account

with DCF

Step 3

Confirm
account

configuration

Step 4

Training 
&

Go Live!



Contact Us

Gwen McEwen
CEO

gwen@recstaff.com
250-884-2126

www.recstaff.com

meetings@recstaff.com

1 (877) 732-7823

Shawn Millin
CTO

shawn@recstaff.com
250-516-7526
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